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dimensions of cultural competence
implications for the ESL curriculum
harry krasnick canadaindonesiacanada languageindonesia program

while guidelines for teacher training
developed over a decade ago recognized the
need for teacher cultural competence see
center for applied linguistics 1974
TESOL nd 197619761 only recently do we
find attempts at the measurement of
cultural competence and there are still
unresolved conceptual issues for
instance the NTE programs test for
teaching english as a second language
see de vincenzi 1987 includes a test of
culturalit awareness what is meant by

that term does it differ from cultural
sensitivity these questions have
implications not only for teacher training
but for cultural competence as a part of the
ESL curriculum

terminology
sensitivity or awareness

some writers do not make a clear
distinction between cultural sensitivity and
cultural awareness in teacher training

education designed to develop
multicultural awareness or sensitivity
sutman 1981 p 107

cultural awareness in the sense of
being sensitive to the cultural factors
which influence both parties in human
interaction harris & moran 1979 p
132

increasing trainees awareness of
their own culture with the expectation
that such awareness will sensitize them

to the key dimensions of cultural
difference fontaine 1983 p 174

there are however different connotations
in everyday language according to
websters third new international
dictionary sensitivity refers to

the capacity of a person to respond
emotionally to changes in his
interpersonal or social relationships

while aware means

marked by realization perception or
knowledge showing heightened
perception and ready comprehension
and appreciation

while webster s does not deal with the
role of awareness and sensitivity in cross
cultural situations clearly there is a
difference between competence for social
interaction sensitivity and knowledge
awareness this basic distinction can be

seen in many discussions of cultural
competence for teaching

four conceptions of
multicultural teaching

competence

we can distinguish four different
conceptions of the teachers cultural
competence all of which are related to the
everyday conceptions of sensitivity and
awareness
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attitude brislin 1981 defines
attitudes as peoples reactions toward a
concept or in everyday language their
feelings beliefs and readiness to act p
41 some writers describe competence
for multicultural teaching in just such
terms

an interest in the students history
economy customs folklore language
and so on weing 1973 p 154

concern for and patience with people
of other cultures and an acceptance of
their varied cultural values and patterns
of behavior sutman 1981 p 197

attitudes and values that reflect his
honest belief in the worth of all human
beings crane 1978 p 15

the attitudinal version of cultural
competence aimed at the teachers
interpersonal relations with students
implies cultural sensitivity rather than
cultural awareness

knowledge quite a common
conception of cultural competence for
teaching is knowledge which is linked to
cultural awareness for example tzeng
1983 discusses the cultural awareness

approach in which the trainees are
provided with general information of the
target culture p 233 and hughes
1983 refers to the assumption that
knowledge of cultural differences even a

general knowledge whats sometimes
referred to as cultural awareness will
improve intercultural relations p 45
emphasis in the original for ESL teacher
education the most relevant conceptions
of this type refer to knowledge of
sociocultural factors as they affect the
learners progress see center for

applied linguistics 1974 p 3 TESOL
nd 197411974 np

skill A third conception of teacher
cultural competence is that of skills
brislin 1981 lists six skills for cross
cultural contact

knowledge of the subject matter
language skills communication
skills taking advantage of
opportunities ability to use traits in a

given culture and ability to complete
ones task in a given culture p 63

this formulation though it includes
knowledge is aimed at social interaction
more than understanding or awareness
another list of skills see harris &
moran 1979 ppap 129 130 is framed in

terms of the capabilities to communicate
respect be nonjudgmental personalize
knowledge and perceptions display
empathy change roles demonstrate
reciprocal concern and tolerate ambiguity
here too the emphasis is on interaction

rather than knowledge

trait while skills can be acquired and
lost traits are considered relatively
immutable As such traits may be
relevant in teacher selection as wellwen as in
training itself we see traits like
conceptions of cultural competence in

troike and saville troikes 1982
assertion that cultural awareness and
sensitivity is an underlying personal
characteristic p 212 emphasis in the
original and in the center for applied
linguistics guidelines 1974 reference to

awareness and sensitivity as personal
qualities p 2 brislins 1981 p 70
list of desirable traits for overseas
assignments comprises tolerance of
different points of view strength of

ap
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personality the ability to develop
relations with others intelligence a task
orientation and a willingness to receive
and use feedback from others again
interaction rather than knowledge is the
focus

relative importance of
awareness vs sensitivity

that cultural awareness alone is not
sufficient is stressed by wilson 1984

cognitive multiculturalism some-
times conflicts with affective
multiculturalism some can function
intellectually as multicultural persons
but when it comes to demonstration or
practice have very little skills in this
highly complex art p 7

bennett 1986 who offers a development
model of training for intercultural
sensitivity goes further limiting the role
of cultural awareness to that of helping to
overcome trainees initial denial of the
existence of cultural differences

at this stage of sensitivity and only
at this stage the best technique for
development seems to be cultural
awareness activities these generally
take the form of mexico night or
similar functions where music dance
food and costumes are exhibited in
terms of this model the purpose served
by these activities is to create more
differentiation of general categories for
cultural difference it should be noted
that not much more can be expected
from such functions even though they
are sometimes touted as great
contributions to intercultural sensitiv-
ity pp 187188187 emphasis188 added

below we will have an opportunity to
examine these writers view that
sensitivity is the ultimate goal by
comparing it to sociological studies of
both intra and intercultural competence

what has been argued so far has
implications not only for teacher training
but for the ESL curriculum because
competence for cross cultural social
interaction is essential in both cases
against this background the typical
cultural competence syllabus in ESL
primarily reading passages dealing with
topics such as american holidays famous
american cities and popular entertain-
ers seems rather impoverished tacked on
conversation exercises notwithstanding
with few exceptions 1 then the cultural
competence found in the ESL curriculum
is really nothing more than cultural
awareness the underlying message seems
to be that students either do not need
cultural sensitivity or are expected to get
it elsewhere than in the ESL classroom

receptive vs productive
competence

the receptionproductionreception dimensionproduction cuts
across that of awarenesssensitivityawareness
generally

sensitivity
cultural competence is treated

as receptive competence thus the NTE
examination on teaching ESL like the
typical ESL cultural awareness syllabus
can measure competence by merely asking
questions the well accepted culture
assimilator a technique for increasing
trainees ability to make appropriate cross
cultural attributions of the meaning of
others actions see brislin cushner
cherrie & yong 1986 also is aimed at
receptive competence

suchfunctions

ap
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however ESL learners also need
productive competence we do see an
emphasis on productive skills in the
communicative competenceorientedcompetence ESLoriented
curriculum where the student learnsleams how
to speak politely apologize and perform
various other speech acts but this
emphasis on acting is absent in the
typical ESL cultural competence syllabus
below some viewpoints borrowed from
sociology are used to illustrate the need for
productive cultural competence in everyday
life

impression management
an example of

productive competence

the late erving goffman the founding
father of microsociologymicro emphasizedsociology the
individuals need to actively control the
impressions he gives off in
communicating with others if he is to
achieve his specific goals

he may wish them to think highly of
him or to think that he thinks highly
of them or to obtain no clearcut
impression he may wish to ensure
sufficient harmony so that the
interaction can be sustained or to
defraud get rid of confuse mislead
antagonize or insult them goffman
1959 p 3

note how vivid this sociologists
description seems when compared to the
implicit assumptions of many ESL
curriculum designers who treat learners as
passive conformists who always seek to
follow the rules and meet other peoples
expectations

though goffman does not take a
crossculturalcross approachcultural he clearly

describes this presentation of self in
everyday life as an exercise in cultural
competence

when the individual presents himself
before others his performance will
tend to incorporate and exemplify the
officially accredited values of the
society more so in fact than does his
behavior as a whole p 35

though this productive cultural
competence can be taken for granted in the
case of native members of a culture it
becomes problematic in the case of ESL
learners let it be noted that this
competence is in no sense optional

the ability to manage or adapt to
diverse communicativemunicative situations has
become essential and the ability to
interact with people with whom one
has no personal acquaintance is crucial
to acquiring even a small measure of
personal and social control we have to
talk in order to establish our rights and
responsibilities gumperz & cook
gumperz 1982 p 4

in speech act terminology this kind of
talk is more than performative it is
perlocutionary the requirement then is
one of interaction not merely knowledge

the importance of crossculturalcross
differences

cultural
in perlocutionary speech acts is

demonstrated in danets 1980 study of
persuasive appeals in letters of complaint
to customs authorities in israel she found
that unlike individuals of western origin
who employed normative appeals people
of middle eastern origin favored altruistic
appeals which were not effective
similarly wodaksrodaks 1980 study of social
class differences in how defendants

off2
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interpret themselves to the court in legal
proceedings showed that individuals are
successful only if they know the explicit
and implicit values and norms of the
justice system and are able to verbalize
and operationalize their knowledge in
spontaneous interaction p 373
emphasis added

summary

A number of propositions have been
advanced in the foregoing discussion of
cultural competence

1 there is a lack of uniformity in
terminology

2 there are conceptions of teacher
cultural competence based on
attitudes knowledge skills and
traits

3 A distinction between awareness and
sensitivity or knowledge and
interaction can be seen in those
conceptions

4 cultural sensitivity not cultural
awareness is the primary goal in
conceptions of cultural competence
based on attitudes skills and traits

5 cultural awareness by itself is not
sufficient

6 effective everyday communication
implies productive competence which
is cultural in nature

all of these propositions apply to ESL
teachers yet their implications have not
yet been appreciated much less incorpo-
rated into teacher training programs in
fact new teachers often lack a systematic

understanding of even their own culture
the results range from superficial
psychological reductionism japanese
students are polite indonesians are
shy to the essentially ethnocentric

deficit theory foreign students lack
study skills clearly cultural competence
defined as cultural awareness even in
combination with good intentions is not
sufficient teachers must be able to
respond appropriately to crossculturalcross
differences

cultural
in the classroom not just

evaluate students according to western
cultural norms and values

As for students the recent appearance on
the market of a variety of ESL textbooks
purporting to promote cultural competence
testifies to the growing recognition that
ESL learners too need cultural
competence unfortunately we rarely see
anything more than cultural awareness in
those books instead of mexico night
we have disco night or at the fast food
restaurant

there is no reason to think that ESL
learners are satisfied with a lower level of
effectiveness in their daily lives than the
rest of us are according to the viewpoint
presented above what learners need in the
way of cultural competence is not just
cultural awareness but cultural sensitivity
not just receptive competence but
productive competence without that
there can be no empowerment of
learners

notes

1 see krasnick 1988

2 by this term goffman means to refer
to a wide range of action that others
can treat as symptomatic of the actor

11
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the expectation being that the action
was performed for reasons other than
the information conveyed in this way
goffman 1959 p 2 in other

words the individual also gives off
information about himself as he is
communicating
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